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THE YARINGA STORY
A special 21st Anniversary Issue Editorial Feature

From Desolate Swamp to
Thriving Marine Centre
The Summer

of 2006/7

is proving to be by far
our busiest summer ever. It also marks an exciting milestone in the history and development of Yaringa Marina.

FRESH WATER PIPED TO
YARINGA – after 21 years
(The Water Story: Page 4)

Skipper Neville Hard puts Mandu through
her paces in a Yaringa yacht race
Photo - Mark Gunther

Twenty one years ago Stefan Borzecki cast aside suit and
tie to take up the challenge of a lifetime. With remarkable
vision and insight plus an engineering background, a lifetime in boating and a sound business plan, he literally
rolled up his work-shirt sleeves and set about creating
something unique and special. Observers reckoned it was
clearly not achievable. Many shook their heads in disbelief – others saw it as sheer madness. But this only added
to Stefan’s determination to have a serious go at carving
out an accessible, safe Boat Harbour from what was then
an old ‘high-tide’ jetty in boggy marsh surrounded by a
forlorn wasteland strewn with old car bodies and junk.
Earlier attempts, mainly the efforts of the late Gordon
Rolfe, had paved the way for an initial plan of action to
create an access channel out to deep water. But the first
task now was to strategically work through a maze of red
tape and seemingly insurmountable bureaucratic hurdles
to obtain necessary permits and approvals, even before
the first scoop of mud and clay was in the bucket. Then
without electricity, water, access roads or much support
by authorities or governments to bring in these basic services, the project looked likely to stall before it really
began. Sadly, negative attitudes and powerful vested interests made every move to clean up & develop the site a
battle. The swamp and dumpsite seemed destined to remain - a sad testimony to indifference and inaction by
officialdom.

But this was not to be the case.
THE YARINGA STORY, a feature article written by
your editor in this special ‘21st Anniversary Edition’
of the Yaringa Magazine, gives an insightful account
for Yaringa members and other interested readers, of
how one man’s vision and determination transformed, against all odds, a desolate, neglected and
abandoned pocket of shoreline on the much underrated and often maligned Westernport Bay.
(continued on page 14)
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WHEN ADVERSITY STRIKES THRICE……
Those who know Bob Langdon are well aware of his determination and capacity to fight on regardless, in times of adversity. And Bob Langdon is a boating enthusiast who has certainly had more than his fair share of adversity. He and his
wife Chris moved to Yaringa Marina to make a fresh start when things didn’t go well for them at Hastings and the couple
lived aboard their boat ‘Jocka One’ at Yaringa for many years.
Bob repaired boat trailers (many will remember him as ‘Trailer Bob’) and later worked at Kojak’s Boatshed. He also
worked on night security at Yaringa. After a series of medical set backs including a massive heart attack Bob was just
getting back on top of things when his wife suddenly passed away. Yaringa staff and members, inspired by Kojak,
rallied to help him through that difficult period and assisted him re-establish his life, including relocation with his boat,
to Paynesville on Gippsland Lakes.
Then adversity struck yet again!
‘Jocka One’ caught fire after refueling, just as he was heading out with
other boats from the local Motor
Cruiser Club. A friend received bad
burns assisting Bob make it to safety.
Both have recovered. Bob’s boat had
been his home for well over a decade
and once again his local community,
this time Paynesville locals, came to
his assistance. He is now re-building
the boat from the charred hull.
We trust Bob’s fortunes improve. We
wish him a speedy return to good
health and to pursuing his passion for
fishing & boating. It goes without
saying that there are lessons in this
frightening boating accident for us all.
(The East Gippsland News coverage is
reproduced below.)
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SUSTAINABILITY: The Key to co-existence between marine life, particularly
within Marine Parks, and recreational fishing and boating on Westernport.
THE UNDERWATER MAGIC OF WESTERNPORT BAY MAY NOT BE WIDELY RECOGNISED.
But as Parks Victoria explains in its publication: Westernport Marine Parks “this marine biological treasure trove is
largely concealed behind a shoreline veil of marshland and mangroves which support an abundance of moluscs,
crustaceans and juvenile fish.” This is precisely why Yaringa Marina, over 21 years has been so supportive of
the adjacent Yaringa Marine National Park, established 5 years ago. Recreational boating and recreational
fishing are Yaringa’s major activities and the protection of marine life in and outside the marine park is vital to the
sustainability of these recreational activities on Westernport.
Phasing out commercial fishing in Westernport Bay has pleased many recreational fishing clubs and environmental
groups. Providing fishing families are adequately compensated in the buy back of licences this is seen by many as a
positive step towards restoring balance to marine life in the Bay while prolonging the activities of those passionate
about this popular leisure sport. A big increase in snapper numbers since shutting down commercial scalloping in
the other bay has been linked to marine life regenerating from that action. Fishing and recreational boating are
amongst Australia’s high growth industries. Recreational fishing alone generates half a billion dollars each year.
Without facilities to berth, store, launch & retrieve boats these industries cannot continue to flourish.
Yaringa Marina plays a significant role in providing such facilities to large numbers within the fishing and boating
community. As an environmentally friendly marina Yaringa works towards facilitating this balanced co-existence.

Yaringa’s Seal takes a break from swimming laps of Yaringa Channel and suns himself alongside Yaringa slipway
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Fresh Water Piped to Yaringa
– a 21 Year battle is won at last
Maurice Perona and Joe Stohl who have lived on their
boats at Yaringa for over 18 years have waited longer
than other Yaringa members for this breakthrough.
But all members will be pleased that mains water is flowing
at Yaringa Marina for the first time. At last we have access
to fresh drinking water and should not have to contend any
longer with the inconvenience that comes with the high mineral content of bore water. Providing of course our state water supplies don’t dry up completely by prolonged droughts
or the impact of climate change!
So, after 21 years of applying, appealing and lobbying to
anyone who would listen, including those in positions of
responsibility or even remotely connected in any way to the
water authorities, we have finally broken through.
Reliant on our own bore water and tank water from the outset and trucking in town water weekly for the Restaurant for
the past 5 years, we finally received permission to tap into a
relatively nearby pipeline to which we had always been
blankly refused access. So we have now brought the water
down to Yaringa via a 2.5 kilometer private pipeline. Needless to add, this exercise has not only involved prolonged
negotiation and inordinate delays in providing members with
fresh water but has been entirely at the Marina’s expense
costing in excess of $150,000. There is some consolation as
earlier strategies to tap into mains that deliver water to major
towns such as Somerville were costed at well over a million
dollars. Special thanks to Yaringa member Brian Elliot.

Thank you Yaringa Members
Thanks for your understanding and
patience about the water at Yaringa.
It’s been a long, frustrating & costly
exercise. Sharing the story may assist
members to better understand why
this and other improvements around
the marina sometimes take so long!
Fresh drinking water now flows from storage tanks into the
marina precinct and supplements existing bore supplies.
Fresh water is used for drinking, showers & toilets. Initial
fresh drinking water outlets are located
outside the office, at the day berths and
on the new floating services dock
alongside the fuelling point & pumpout station. Fill your water tank when
fuelling or simply moor alongside to
fill your tank (and even wash your windows & clears if
water restrictions allow). When Melbourne's water storage
levels are restored and restrictions ease we may be in a position to extend fresh water along the walkways. Meanwhile
we trust the improvements are appreciated. Enjoy drinking
the water, lathering-up in the shower and filling your tank!
But be conscious of climate change, drought, water supplies and bushfires! They are now realities - not just threats!

As an aside, but of significance to members, one could be
excused for thinking that a busy community of residents,
boat owners, business employers, employees, other users
and visitors at a busy marina and boat servicing precinct like
Yaringa would be entitled to have access to fresh water. After all, water users in other small townships and coastal villages throughout our State take the provision of such a basic
service for granted and many of these are much smaller
communities than ours.
However given that the Marina originally had to pay to bring
down other basic services such as electricity and telephone,
perhaps the water supply issue is no real surprise. But it does
little to reduce the frustrations and costs involved. Similarly
with our access road. Many of you are well familiar with all
those years we put up with an unmade unsafe Lumeah Road.
The authorities simply could not accept that our repeated
pleas and submissions to seal the road had merit or priority.
To those members who have come to Yaringa within the last
five years the sealing of the road was eventually undertaken
after 16 years, at the Marina’s expense and with the assistance of Yaringa staff and members, in particular engineer
Brian Elliot (see Feature Article ‘Blasts from the Past’- The
sealing of Lumeah Road)
The Shire Council has since provided some road-making
support and we are optimistic about future Shire support for
a whole raft of plans for future improvements at Yaringa.

Yaringa now has 3
sources of water
bore water, rainwater tanks and
after 21 years,
mains water . The
founder & owner
of Yaringa, Stefan
fires up mains water (above) and
enjoys a glass
from the Marina
office tap (left).
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Yaringa Fishing Report
Yaringa boat owners who enjoy fishing and are not already
members of the Fishing Club are invited to join at any time.
You can pick up an application form at the Marina Office.
See pages 12 & 13 for Yaringa Fishing Club News
In spite of some adverse weather and a few patchy fishing periods
during the 2005/6 season, fishing off Yaringa was generally very
good. Reports last year of large schools of small fish suggested a
bumper season for 2006/7 and those predictions have proved to be
spot on. This season so far has been excellent with one of the best
early runs of snapper for years in October and November and
some magnificent catches of whiting coming into summer.
Members have been bagging out on snapper to 6-7 kilos with reports of the odd fish almost double that weight. Eagle
Rock has been a popular destination for those chasing snapper so far but keep your eyes open and radio on when you get
out there! Whiting over 500 grams have been plentiful off Quail Island and the Tyabb bank. Sheryl in the Marina Office
claims that whiting are fatter than last year. Many of our Fishos agree.
Good catches of Gummies have been spotted coming up the Yaringa
ramp past the office window and are reportedly in good numbers at
the regular popular spots between Crawfish and Joe’s Island.
Hopefully you have already managed to get out on the water to try for
a snapper, gummy or whiting . The elephant fish of course are still to
come this season and while not quite as firm as gummy shark are still
a good eating fish. (Cut into steaks and freeze overnight before grilling.)
If you haven’t had much luck with these varieties perhaps you’ve
taken home a feed of salmon, flatties or leatherjacket from the inlet entrance. When all else fails or it’s a bit lumpy further out, don’t forget the ‘hole’ about 75 metres south-west of the first red marker coming into Watsons Inlet Channel.
It’s the marker with the navigational light, easy to find and puts you close to the estuary should the wind spring up.

Yaringa members (above & below) display their catches at the Yaringa ramp during the 2006/7 fishing season.
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From the Tower...........
Day and night, eyes are
watching the Channel .
Boats exceeding the 5 kph
Speed limit damage channel
banks and are noted.........

Yaringa Channel Speed - Please use your watch and commonsense.
Strictly 5 kph is the legal speed limit enforceable by water police and port authorities. It is also a condition of your
Berthing Agreement. But most importantly it is a common sense marina rule. Let me remind you why.
Apart from the obvious environmental impact of speeding in confined waters, it costs tens of thousands of dollars to
maintain the channel depth and repair damage to the channel banks to prevent silting of the channel floor. Wash
from boats is the major cause of this costly damage. The 5 kph speed limit is to minimize this impact and if you are
causing any wake or wash behind your boat please slow down. And this means for the entire length of the channel not
just a few hundred metres from shore. Basically your throttle is barely above idle all the way out and all the way back
The time it will take you to travel the length of the channel at the legal speed of 5 kph (that’s not 5 knots by the way) is
just over 10 minutes. So as speedos are inaccurate at slow speed and estimating speed is not very reliable, please check
your watch. It should always takes you at least ten minutes to travel from one end of Yaringa Channel to the other.
You can also look behind to make sure there is no wash. It might save you the embarrassment of a reprimand or a fine.

Water Conservation and Restrictions
Whether the water you use at Yaringa is from our private bore installed two decades ago, from rain water tanks
or from our new private fresh water pipeline, we all face unprecedented water supply shortages making collective
efforts to conserve water absolutely vital. Mandatory water restrictions reinforce this collective responsibility.
Severe drought and falling water storages led to earlier restrictions in other states and some regional centres. There has
been no hosing of cars or boats on the Gold Coast or in Sydney for some time. Now Stage 3 water restrictions are in
force in Melbourne and on the Mornington Peninsula. As current restrictions stand you can only wash down with a
bucket and if Stage 4 water restrictions come into effect there will be no outside use of water at all.
Consequently all marina hoses will be removed from the Hardstand Areas and Marina walkways. Privately owned hoses
will be placed on the nearest boat. There are to be no permanently attached hoses in the Marina. Please store your hose
on your boat and remove it from the tap after use. Hoses for filling tanks are provided alongside the fresh water outlets.
Water usage is currently at crisis point. We are all morally and legally obliged to comply with water restrictions.

Extension Leads - DANGER
In keeping with normal industry standards, public places and Marina practice generally, extension cords should not be
left lying all over the place or where they can drop into the water. By law all leads must be tested and tagged. Leads are
not to be left attached to boats, containers or sheds that are unattended. Please attend to these requirements immediately.

WET BERTH PRICING RE-STRUCTURE
In line with industry practice and as in most other marinas in Australia & world wide we will soon change to the
‘dollars per metre per annum’ system for calculating berthing fees. (Some still haven’t gone metric and measure
per foot but the end result is the same.) The Yaringa pen rate will initially be $320 per metre per annum.
While this won’t affect all members it may mean an increase for some and a decrease for others according to current pricing categories. Measurement will continue to be by LOA (length over all) according to tape measurement between the furthest fixed structure at each end of the vessel. (This varies from hull length or LOD (length
of deck) of your vessel’s specifications). The system will change sometime before Easter 2007.
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Making Dust to Reduce Dust

To solve the
long-term dust problem in the Dry Berth Boat Storage Area it has
been necessary to truck in base rock material ahead of sealing the
main internal access roads. Unfortunately the severe drought and
extremely dry and dusty conditions have compounded the problems of dust on boats during this construction work which will
significantly improve the dry berth facilities. Rectification is on
the way (pictured right) as once the rock has bedded in and roads
are sealed, dust will be significantly reduced. As many boats as
possible were washed down before restrictions were tightened.

Dry Storage - Operating Procedures

Fixed Jetty to make way for
Floating Services Dock To maxi-

1. Free launch & retrieval service at marina’s discretion
2. Telephone at least one hour ahead of arrival giving your mize efficiency of the ramp for dry berth holders and
name, boat number, time expected and whether fuel required.

upgrade provision of fuel, pump-out and fresh water

3. Calls are taken from 9am to 4pm seven days a week. Requests facilities for wet berth holders the old fixed Jetty

on answering service will be handled when possible.
4. Requests after 4pm will be listed for following morning.
5. Service bays are for owners to clean boats after use, flush
motors and for maintenance. Boat launching is a single operation
from yard to water not via concrete bays.
6. Day berths are precisely that. If you wish to stay overnight
you must have approval from the office. Space in the water will
be allocated if available.
7. If using your boat on consecutive days you must arrange at
the office to stay in the water. In peak periods space is limited so
boats may need to be retrieved & re-launched next morning.
8. Retrieval is entirely at marina’s discretion, where possible
complying with owner wishes. Boats returning before 4pm are
normally pulled straight out. Watch for staff signals from ramp.
9. Whether your boat is in the water or on the concrete when
you depart always leave it ready for retrieval & towing, that is:
legs, rudders & centre plate must be raised & secure.
10. Tie your boat up securely in day berths leaving maximum
room for next returning boat.
11. Don’t make requests to yard staff or expect them to recall
information. All communication must be through the office
12. Fuelling boats in day berths is not permitted. (See story p 2)
13. Empty burley buckets & wash out before returning to ramp.
Guard dogs may go after remnants and could scratch your boat.

(pictured above) is being replaced with a new floating dock and visitors berth.

Outside Contractors

If you choose to
use any outside contractor to work on your boat they
must: 1. Sign in & out at office 2. Produce proof of
insurance 3. Wear a high visibility vest (available on
loan at office)4. Pay access charges where applicable.

Boat Insurance

In the event of fire, theft
or damage to your boat you are responsible for having appropriate cover. Marinas do not insure boats.
Check exclusions/endorsements/provisions carefully
and find an insurance company to suit your needs eg.
Nautilus Marine. Talk to Maliney at the Chandlery.

Other Projects in the Pipeline
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extra open & undercover dry storage
Sealing of major internal roads to reduce dust
and for smoother movement of boats
Sealing of remaining unsealed car parks
Doubling up of ramp access for more efficient
launch & retrieval procedures
Further improvements to walkways & fingers
Provision of full on-water fuelling facilities
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YARINGA SLIPPING AND SLIPWAY SERVICES

How long since you
slipped your boat?

Members due for a slip should ask Sheryl or
Miranda in the office for a quote to slip, pressure wash, antifoul & replace anodes if necessary. Or we’ll slip and pressure wash then you
do the rest. First 7 days on hard are free.

Slip at Yaringa
Whether you keep your boat at
another marina or yacht club, at
a jetty or on a swing mooring
you are always welcome to slip
at Yaringa Marina. Spacious,
efficient, relaxed, friendly and
peaceful you should give it a try.
You’ll be pleased with the very
reasonable prices and we know
you’ll be back : customers returning each year testify to that.
You can do your own repairs &
maintenance or use our on-site
experts. Yaringa has the largest
number of marine contractors
& services on a single site south
of Queensland’s Gold Coast.
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Yaringa’s Spacious Slipway the envy of many.
High on the wish-list of most marinas and yacht clubs in Melbourne and Sydney is to have
more space available to stand boats on the Hard while owners undertake maintenance and
repairs or simply perform the obligatory annual antifouling ritual and anode check.
Here at Yaringa, Members’ boats can be slipped at owner convenience at any time, without limits of space or time
out of the water. Concreted and gravel bays serviced by power & water at the slipway can cater for over fifty boats
to be out of the water at the same time with longer term hardstanding berths available for an additional 150 boats.
With Yaringa’s state-of-the-art Travel Lift slipping is now easier, quicker, safer and no longer tide-dependent. As
well as slipping members’ boats Yaringa attracts leisure
yachts and cruisers from Westernport, Port Phillip & Corio
Bays including the Docklands & Maribyrnong River.
Yaringa is a popular slipping & service centre for boats out
of Melbourne & Sydney where restrictions on time, space,
what you are allowed to do plus much higher prices make
Yaringa an attractive alternative. Yaringa also has a long
tradition of slipping commercial fishing vessels from San
Remo, Port Albert and Port Welshpool to King Island.
Charter & dive boats from Flinders to Sorrento and large
Ferries from Bays are regularly slipped at Yaringa.
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Yaringa Yacht Club

Established 1996

All Yaringa Yachties plus families & friends are warmly welcome as members. Enquiries: 5977 4154
Members attending the AGM elected the following executive for the year to August 2007:

Commodore - Allan Coxson (email: allan.coxson@bigpond.com)
Racing Coordinator - Peter White (email: pwhite@surf.net.au)
Cruising Co-ordinator - Howard Kinns (email:howkinns@melbpc.org.au)
Secretaries - Geoff Kirwood & Vera Truelove
Treasurer - Kenton Lillecrap

Miracle

*Membership, General or Racing enquiries to Sheryl or Miranda
at the Marina Office ph 5977 4154 (email info@yaringa.com.au)
The Winter Racing Series 2005 run in conjunction with Hastings
Yacht Club, Westernport Mariners & HMAS Cerberus was a great success with a fleet of over
forty yachts starting in 3 divisions. Seventy happy sailors joined in each of the post race BBQs.
Congratulations to Yaringa Yachties who added to their mantelpiece silverware collections.
The Summer Racing Series 2005/6 was again a keenly fought series. Yaringa skippers collecting
trophies included: Emma White-Happy Dog; Rod Meagher-Miracle; Kenton Lillecrap-Justo
Plus; Peter Randall-Blue Moves; and Peter White-Happy dog. The Barbara Ross Trophy was won by Rod
Meagher-Miracle; Overall Series Division 1 Peter White-Happy Dog 1st; Division 2 Peter Randall-Blue Moves
2nd; Sandy Point Race : Division 1 winner: Peter White-Happy Dog; Division 2 winner Rod Meagher-Miracle;
Night Race: Peter Randall 3rd.
The Winter Series 2006 conducted by the HYC was mostly sailed in lighter conditions with an average of 35 boats racing each fortnight and a BBQ at HYC
after each race. The Yaringa contingent was smaller but very determined.
WANTED! Committee boats to share SaturYacht race photos courtesy
day race days over the next few race series. We of MARK GUNTHER 2006
will provide training, an ‘Officer of the Day’ if
required and an allowance towards fuel costs.
Tetsu-ko

Lady
Happy Dog

Pitcairn
Lady

The Summer Series 2006/7 is currently underway but there are still plenty of races for Yaringa Yachties to join in.
Yaringa races, dates and starting times are as follows:
NOV 18
DEC 10
FEB 3
FEB 17
MAR 10-12
MAR 17
APR 14
APR 28
MAY

1000hrs
1000hrs
1100hrs
1030hrs
1100hrs
1100hrs
1100hrs

Joe’s Island Race sponsored by Clow Marine Electronics - Yaringa Boat Services
Middle Spit sponsored by David Ryan Sails - Yaringa Boat Services
Hastings (re-sail) sponsored by GHD Design Studios- Yaringa Boat Services
Bouchier Channel sponsored by Superior Spars & Rigging - Yaringa Boat Services
Family Weekend - details & times TBA
Zig Zag Race sponsored by Supreme Marine Mechanics- Yaringa Boat Services
Sandy Point sponsored by Yaringa Waterside Kiosk
Mystery Race sponsored by Yaringa Chandlery & Boat Sales
Presentation Dinner - date & details TBA
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Mac on Mudlark

Yaringa Mariners Cruising Division
In 2002 a group of Jedda owners who keep their yachts at Yaringa formed the
JOY (Jeddas of Yaringa) Association. With Mac Craig & Howard Kinns at
the tiller and under the patronage of renowned Shipwright Ossie Whittley
who designed and built the Jeddas along with about 4,000 other vessels,
JOY members enjoyed many happy days and several weekends cruising in
Westernport including three overnight trips around French Island.

Valé JOY, welcome to the Yaringa Mariners Cruising Group
Following the AGM of the Yaringa Yacht Club this year JOY was disbanded
in favour of forming a new Yaringa Mariners Cruising Group. All Yaringa
yachts owners are welcome to join this group which is primarily is to give
yacht owners opportunities to cruise in company with other yachts. One day

& two-day sails are planned predominantly on Sundays to fit in with
Saturday racing. Overnights will be on the water or at yacht clubs
There are currently fifteen members in the group, with a variety of yachts including Jedda, Sonata 7, Couta Boat, Aquarius, Aloora, Cal 21 and Hutton 24. If you are interested in joining the group
and being advised of planned cruises, please leave your contact details at the Yaringa office or contact Howard Kinns
ph 9434 3280 or email to howkinns@melbpc.org.au.
JOY’s last cruise coincided with the Cup weekend annual visit to
Yaringa by twelve boats from the Hartley TS 18/21 Association.
The combined fleets heading out the Channel made a most impressive
sight. Not since the visit earlier in the year by a fleet of 20 keel boats
from the Queenscliff Cruising Yacht Club whose members berth at
yacht clubs around Port Phillip & Corio Bays has Yaringa hosted so
many visitors at the one time.
One noteworthy incident occurred near Joe’s Island on that last
cruise. A fierce gust hit causing the leeward rail to dip, filling a Jedda
cockpit with water. The skipper quickly rounded up into the wind, the
Jedda stood up and the water drained away. It all happened so fast but
skipper & crew were later thankful for Ossie Whittley’s brilliant design! Pictured left is JOY
patron and Yaringa’s own
legendary shipwright, the
great ‘guru’ Ossie Whittley.

Mast-up trailable Yacht
storage at Yaringa Marina

Cruising from Yaringa
Photo - Howard Kinns
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2005/6 Presentation Night - Baxter Tavern

Outgoing President Andrew Pusmucans (pictured with his trophy winning Snapper) thanked Club
members for their support over his two years as President with special thanks to Lyn & Roger,
Paul & Anita, all committee members, Phil & Merrilyn Reel Adventure Fishing Charters, John &
Malaney Yaringa Chandlery, Paul Worsteling Cranbourne Bait & Tackle, Sheryl in the marina
office and Stefan, Frank, Rob & Yaringa staff. Thanks for your presidency years Andrew!
TROPHY WINNERS 20005/6 Season

Michael Cosgriff (520 g whiting) Martin Solomons (2.97 kg elephant) Dave Emery (800g flathead) Andrew Pusmucans (5 kg Snapper) Doug Emery (32 kg Seven Gill Shark. Max Amos
(9 kg snapper) won the Champion Angler “Rod Mitchell Perpetual trophy” and Michael Cosgriff
was runner up. Martin Solomons achieved the highest number of points for the comp season. Secret Weight Winners were Kevin Walker, Martin Solomons, Dale Preston, Bob Isaac and Club
life-member (for her tireless work over many years) Kris Emery.
Martin Solomon

& trophies

Pictured from left:
Max Amos-winning snapper
Roland Clements- snapper
Doug Emery-shark

2006 Annual General Meeting –Yaringa Marina Restaurant
ANNUAL ELECTIONS 35 members attended the meeting with 6 formal apologies

COMMITTEE MEMBERS-2006/7

General Committee
STEVE O’SULLIVAN

PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

ROB DOWLING
LEIGH MCGILP
ROGER SCHEMBRI

MICHAEL COSGRIFF
GREG SPERRING

VICKI CAMPBELL
ROB ISAAC

0438153480
59773066
9789 9580
DAVID WILSON
JUSTIN SKETCHER

Rob Dowling stepped up and was elected unanimously when Steve Sullivan withdrew due to work commitments.
Rob thanked members for their attendance and enthusiasm. Dates were set for committee meetings (all members welcome to attend) social functions and most importantly of all the Fishing Comp weekends for 2006/7 (see page 13).
Thanks to President Rob and to his executive and general committee members for giving their time and effort.
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Yaringa Fishos love the Comps!
OCTOBER 2006

JANUARY 2007

APRIL 2007

2nd Committee/General Meeting

1st Committee/General Meeting

2nd Committee/General Meeting

21st - 22nd Competition

20th -21st Competition

21st - 22nd Competition

NOVEMBER 2006

FEBRUARY 2007

MAY 2007

6th Committee/General Meeting

5th Committee/General

7th Committee/General Meeting

18th - 19th Competition (Snapper)

17th - 18th Competition

DECEMBER 2006

MARCH 2007

th

4 Committee/General Meeting
th

th

16 - 17 Competition

th

6 Committee/General Meeting
th

th

17 - 18 Competition

JUNE 2007
Presentation Night
(Date & Venue t.b.a)

Members of Yaringa Fishing Club proudly display their catches at weigh-in during the 2005/6 fishing season.
(More pictures appear on Page 5 including catches from the 2006/7 fishing season at Yaringa boat ramp)
John & Maliney at Yaringa Chandlery & Boat Sales provide weigh-in facilities on Comp Weekends.
Phil Wasnig of Reel Adventure Fishing Charters is major sponsor of Yaringa Fishing Club.
Phil at Reel Adventure helm
& charter customers display a
Snapper and a Mulaway.
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THE YARINGA STORY – 21st Anniversary Issue Feature (….continued from page 1 )

From Desolate Swamp to Thriving Marine Centre
Part One TRANSFORMATION OVER 21 YEARS

Yaringa swamp 1967 (see next page)

WHAT IT WAS THEN…
Prior to the mid-eighties, time had virtually stood still for well over a decade down at the end of Bungower Road.
A cluster of boats moored out at the seaward edge of the marshland was the product of early attempts to dig a
channel out to deep water over 40 years ago. Other remnants from that era included a collection of caravans in
the scrub north of the access track, old dumped cars and junk to the south and a series of large mudholes dotted
with dinghies and small boats where the track disappeared into the swamp. Most of the boats spent much of the
time lying on their sides with hulls exposed to the vagaries of the coastal weather. Even at high tide on a sunny
day when the boats were floating and could access deep water the prospect of this forlorn setting one day becoming a marina seemed remote. On a bleak day at low tide, it was totally unthinkable.
Yet it did happen. Yaringa has been dramatically transformed over the past 21 years from high tide berthing
carved out in the sixties into a thriving marina with modern facilities located in the same peaceful bush setting.
WHAT IT IS TODAY…
Yaringa Marina is now widely acclaimed as a sustainable, environmentally friendly marina development which
blends harmoniously into the natural environment. Much of its appeal lies in its unique character, protective
location, tranquil setting and caring ethos. Unlike most other large marinas Yaringa is highly protected by its
natural geological features without the need for massive breakwaters that intrude on and damage the environment, cost extraordinary amounts of money and consume high levels of public funding.
Yaringa is open and active every day of the year providing secure, safe berths and permanent storage for
around 600 boats. These vessels range from small runabouts and trailer sailers to large cruisers and oceangoing yachts up to 20 metres in length. After 21 years of steady, planned development, Yaringa now offers:
• wet, dry and hardstand berths protected from damaging winds and wave action
• boat delivery and collection between storage berths and on-site service contractors
• 24 hour security for members’ boats and marine rescue capacity
• vibrant slipway services: state-of-the-art travel lift, wash-down facilities, service bays, pump-out station
• fully licensed waterfront dining for lunch or dinner all-year-round at Yaringa Marina Restaurant
• waterside breakfast & light lunches (eat-in & takeaway) 7 days a week all-year-round at Yaringa Kiosk
• marine retail centre: chandlery, marine gift shop, boat sales, marine electronics and rigging shop
• fleet of self-drive hire boats for fishing or sightseeing-7 days a week all-year-round and fishing charters
• the largest precinct of on-site boat servicing contractors and marine businesses on any single waterfront
location south of Queensland’s Gold Coast: On-site boat servicing contractors include:
# Boat detailing; # Boat-trailer repair; # Boat building & manufacturing; # Wooden boat specialist;
# Fibreglass specialist; # Sail maker; # Sign writer; # Marine mechanics -outboard and diesel;
# Boat repairs & fit-outs; # Marine sewing & boat covers; # Metal fabrication & marine engineering;
# Spray painting; # Marine electronics specialist; # Yacht masts - spars and rigging specialist.
WHAT IT DOES IN THE COMMUNITY.
Located alongside Yaringa Marine National Park created in 2002, Yaringa is a popular
tourist destination attracting significant numbers of visitors particularly in summer. It
also employs well over 100 people most of whom live locally making it one of the largest
employers within the Mornington Peninsula Shire.
Yaringa is active in the Marina Association of Australia, Mornington Peninsula Tourism
Association, Westernport Tourism Group. Yaringa participates in marine planning such
as Marine Park Risk Assessment; Coastal Action Plan; Marine Industry Training; Marine Services Networking;
Port Planning; Employment Training Initiatives. Yaringa supports as sponsor & exhibitor Boating Industry Association Boat Shows and major local events including Tooradin Wooden Boat Expo, Warneet Model Boat
Expo, Red Hill Show, Tyabb Air Show and Hastings Day Festival. Yaringa sponsors Recreational Fishing &
Boating Show on Radio Station SEN 1116, River to Reef on Television Channel 31 and The Fishing Shack series
filmed at Yaringa Marina. Yaringa works closely with Radio & TV boating & fishing host Glenn Knight (above)
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THE YARINGA STORY – 21st Anniversary Issue Feature (….continued from page 14)

From Desolate Swamp to Thriving Marine Centre
Part Two HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

THE SITE IN EARLY DAYS

Strewn with old car bodies and junk this forlorn wasteland had virtually become, over many years, a ‘no-go’ zone
other than for trail-bike and horse riders, shooters, adventurous fishermen and boaties with light dinghies.
Daring couples in cars, a few vagrants, some undesirables and lots of yahoos added to the mix of those drifting in
and out of the area. Word has it that there was also the odd late night abalone or crayfish poacher dragging an
illegal catch out of the swamp at low tide to a waiting getaway vehicle hidden in the deserted bushland adjoining
the mysterious mangroves.
A number of working farm properties were scattered around the perimeter and a few residents lived on small
acreage. One or two untidy farms nearby added to the ‘hillbilly mystique’ of the swamp at the end of Bungower
Road. And a rambling pig farm on the outskirts earned the district the dubious title of ‘Deliverance’ Country.
The 1960’s pioneering attempts of the late Gordon Rolfe to
establish a caravan park, boat launching ramp & mooring
jetty gave the area some measure of respectability. A full
account of his early vision, endless battles & achievements
in the mid-sixties is another story for another place. These
early pictures from 1967 to 1973 tell just some of the story.

1967 Dragline clears the swamp

The Gordon Rolfe Reserve in Yaringa Road acknowledges
his efforts and contribution to the community in those
early days. But it wasn't until many years later that the dramatic transformation of the
area really occurred.
1968 Channel takes shape
Yaringa founder Stefan Borzecki had the courage, conviction, vision and determination to actually create a
thriving marina. It was a
slow, hard slog but he did it!
1969 Driving onto pontoon

1969 Waiting to float off on high tide

1973 High tide berths
300 metres seaward of shoreline

THE FOUNDER of YARINGA
As a youngster Stefan would ride his bike from his home on the Hastings foreshore down to the swamp at the end
of Bungower Road to observe this progress. He took this photo of the boats at high tide (above) when he was 12
years old. As Gordon Rolfe’s vision faded and time stood still for many years, Stefan’s vision was formulating.
Progressing through the local high school and then engineering at Melbourne University, his interest in the area
intensified. He would often venture up Watson Inlet by boat from his family’s jetty at Hastings and later from the
Hastings Yacht Club where he was a member for 25 years. In 1985 after involvement in designing and planning
marina facilities for Hastings and Warneet Stefan finally plunged into his own venture taking over the lease from
Gordon Rolfe and purchasing the surrounding land which became the site of Yaringa Coastal Village and Yaringa Boat Harbour. Yaringa Marina as we know it today grew from his lifelong association with the area.

FOUNDER’S VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Stefan’s plans are to enhance the overall quality of the Marina and further develop the Boat Servicing Centre in a
sustainable development in harmony with the environment, allowing for changes to the demographics of the area.
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YARINGA MARINA & BOAT SERVICING PRECINCT - TODAY
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Yaringa Marina Management & Staff and Yaringa Marina Restaurant Management
Top Row - from left: Miranda (Office assistant) Sheryl (Office Manager) Yves (Restaurant Maitre d’) Claire (Head Chef)
2nd Row: Frank (General Manager) Stefan (Owner & Managing Director) Rob (Marina Manager)
3rd Row: Kojak (Maintenance & general assistant) Ron (Dredging & general hand) Tarj (Cleaning & maintenance)
Wayne (Yard Co-ordinator & Security) Huck (Slipping Co-ordinator & yard assistant)
4th Row: Mel (Cleaning & maintenance) Ray (Weekend Supervisor & yard assistant) Ben (Weekend yard assistant)
Lachlan (Weekend yard assistant) Ross (General yard assistant) Bob (General hand) - [12 Kitchen & Waiting staff not in photos]

YARINGA MARINA RESTAURANT - LOUNGE BAR Opens 11am

SUMMER HAPPY HOUR

Fridays from 5 pm & Saturdays from 4 pm
Member discounts plus complimentary nibbles & glass of bubbly for partners

Page 17
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FLASHBACK - 5 Years Ago

Extract from Yaringa Magazine 2001-2

THE MAKING OF LUMEAH ROAD

The sealing of the last 500 metres of Lumeah
Road brings to an end a fifteen year battle for
the road to be made. It also means an end to the frustrating shake, rattle and roll approaching the Marina, which we have all
suffered over the years in-between the far too infrequent grading of the unmade section. For those who may be wondering,
there was no sudden change of heart by Council to make the road or to pay the cost. The Shire simply gave Stefan permission
to organise the making of the road and for him to invite property owners to share the cost.
Yaringa member and consulting engineer Brian Elliott,
offered to oversee the project with Stefan, which he did
with cool efficiency and competence, meeting targets &
keeping costs to a minimum through his skills, experience & contacts. THANKS BRIAN!
Yaringa employees Neville Huck Kojak and Kenny
worked tirelessly dawn to dusk driving machinery, creating drainage lines & labouring wherever needed.
Brian & Stefan gave the highest praise to the team. The
transformation of the road has been widely acclaimed
for its width and smoothness. After making Lumeah
Road the team turned its
energy to asphalting the
Southern Car Park at Yaringa in time for the opening of the Restaurant.

FLASHBACK - ALSO 5 Years Ago: Disastrous New Year’s Day Sinking in South Africa

Travelling Tuckers call it a day!

After 2 years hard work restoring

‘Hakuna Matata’ at Yaringa & 2 years on the high seas Brian & Anne Tucker lost their yacht at
midnight on 1st Jan 2002. They struck a submerged shipwreck during a fierce tropical storm
entering Richards Bay Harbour in South Africa. Their spirits are still high as these remarkable
letters reveal. Extract from Yaringa Magazine 2002 Space doesn’t allow us to reproduce the letters. Copy can be viewed in Office.

From this FLASHBACK on the misfortunes of cruising couple from Yaringa, Brian & Anne Tucker, 5 Years ago in
South Africa to a recent report of misfortune for another cruising couple from Yaringa. This time in Indonesia.

Busy Girl falls Victim to Reef off Indonesia
Yaringa retirees Kevin and Mary Crough are devastated. Having encountered a number of incidents during a
trial cruise south in Busy Girl they headed off north for their world adventure of a lifetime, confident and excited.
Sadly this long planned event came to a disastrous end when they ran aground on a coral reef in the islands of Indonesia. Battling tides, waves and strong winds they made every attempt
over several days to re-float and save their vessel but simply couldn’t do it
on their own. They are still too bitterly disappointed in the lack of assistance received from locals to talk about it but stripping & pillaging as she
broke up was the last straw.
Busy Girl was originally at Yaringa. Kevin & Mary sold their home to
buy her in Sydney and brought her back down to Yaringa for extensive
refurbishment. A few years and hundreds of thousands of dollars later
they were ready to depart for an indefinite period of world cruising. From
all at Yaringa Kevin and Mary, we wish you far happier times ahead.
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GHD Studios News
It’s now five and a half years since we took the plunge and moved to Yaringa. This last
year for us has been filled with exciting changes, challenges and developments.
Expanding into the two new workshops and commissioning our new spray facilities we
remain the largest most diverse employer in the Marina.
Chris Holloway, our MD and Garry Hilyear our Production Manager, are still the driving force behind GHD although this year has
seen Chris taking a more removed role from the day to day operations as Garry has welcomed Peter Holloway to take on the lions
share of the boat restoration work, Mark Pendlebury to run the FRP production, Leigh Warry looking after our finishing department
and Bruce Marsom as our head painter. This is not to take away from any of the other talented staff that form our team, who will all
ensure that your project both Marine and otherwise is completed to your total satisfaction.
The Marine side of the business has been busy with many jobs both big and small to add
to our growing number of happy customers, GHD Studios takes pride in standing behind
all work that is undertaken by us. As a company that relies heavily on word of mouth for
our advertising we try to ensure that all your needs and expectations are met so that you
will tell all your friends. Some memorable jobs during this year include painting both of
the Navy training boats, Lady Penryn and Alexander. One of the many boats we enjoyed
painting this year is the beautiful Brunhilde, Ian Renwick’s burgundy Farr. We hope she
performs as well in the races as she looks after her repaint. Of course we are more than
happy to take on all forms of boat repair and restoration work as well as new builds. Over
the next few months you’ll see a couple of exciting new boat projects emerging from GHD
workshops up at No 3 Lumeah Rd opposite the Caravan Park. Drop in for a coffee & chat.
In the Production Department Garry’s team has done us proud by lifting the standard of
quality and productivity. GHD Studios is now the major Australian supplier to Volgren
Buses, the only FRP supplier for CTS, Thermfresh and Brand Aviation.
Product design and development is one
of GHD Studios’ specialities whether it
is a simple item like a boat hatch, or
something as complex as developing a
radical new concept. We can take your
project ideas and bring them to reality.
Marine Designs and Refits, are very
high on our list of capabilities, including our ability to “one off” design and build, production build or design and undertake major refits. Our 3D modelling capabilities mean that our customers can see
their project in cyberspace prior to any work being commenced. We have also been
involved in the development of many other products, such as Thomas the Tank Engine amusement ride and Aviation modifications for C172. The RB-1 ultra-light aircraft
has just started its production run in our workshops with more variations to come. The
design team is only limited by our customer’s
imagination and pricing is extremely competitive.

Come say hello, have a cuppa and discuss your project ideas & needs.
We are always happy to listen and more than willing to help.
GHD Studios P/L
Yaringa Boat Services
7/3 Lumeah Rd.

Ph-03 59774434 Fax-0359774430 Mob-0414819723 Email-www.ghdstudios.com
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See also Superior Spars & Rigging Flotsam & Jetsam Sale of yachting & rigging bits & pieces
SATURDAY 3rd FEBRUARY 2007 10am - 4pm
(See page 24 this issue)
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Sail maker comes to Yaringa
David Ryan Sails is now a permanent fixture at Yaringa Boat Harbour. Dave offers a comprehensive sail making and design
service as well as providing quality repairs and refurbishment for your existing sails.
Dave started his career as a Sail Maker in 1969 as an apprentice to the famous Rolly Tasker in Perth WA.
At the time Taskers had lofts in the United States, Hong Kong and in most capital cities of Australia. Taskers were fast becoming the
largest sail production house in the world.
After 4 years cutting sails in Perth Dave left WA to take up a position at Taskers’ Hong Kong loft. He spent three years making sails
for the burgeoning European and American market designing sails for everything from the smallest day boat to a 104ft Naval yacht.
In 1969 he returned to Australia and moved to Victoria. He continued to work for Taskers until 1977 when they were bought out by
Sail Master. He took this opportunity to start his own loft and for many years the sound of his machines could be heard above the
crumpet factory in Union St Brighton. Much of the racing fleet of Brighton and surrounds carried the ‘David Ryan’ logo.

In 2004 Dave set up his loft at Yaringa where he continues to provide well designed quality sails to the Yachtsmen and women of
Western Port and that other bay.
While continuing his sail making business Dave manages to squeeze in plenty of racing.
Racing on boats he has cut sails for gives him the chance to test his design theories in extreme conditions then bring that experience
back to his sail loft. He has competed in the Melbourne to Burnie, the Apollo Bay, Portland, Port Fairy and Grassy races as well as
three Sydney to Hobarts and five Melbourne to Hobarts.
Whether you’re out to win round the buoys, cruise the world or potter about with your keel up off the shallows of French Island
when it comes to sails Dave’s the man to see.
You will find him first gate on the right before the Marina entrance on Lumeah Rd. Look for the large sign. You can’t miss it.
Story and images: Jary Nemo (Gemini)

David and Jenny Ryan (left) were
among the 55 Yaringa staff and
marine service providers who
attended a recent Christmas function in the recently refurbished
Yaringa Marina Restaurant.

For yacht sails & sail repairs contact David
Ryan at Ryan Sails: Yaringa Boat Services Yaringa Marina - No 3 Lumeah Road

Ph: 5977 4988 Mob: 0412 938 869
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Hints for safer hassle-free boating from the ‘Yacht Doctor’
Summer is here so now is the time to check your
boat over and see that all is well for the rest of
the season. Whether you are planning day trips
in the bay or a cruise to ‘The Prom’ you and the
boat should be well prepared.
Safety
Check you have all the required safety equipment for your vessel. You can find Victorian
state requirements at the Marine Safety Victoria
web site (http://www.marinesafety. vic.gov.au/).
Remember the laws for life jackets changed on
1st December 2005. So take those life jackets
out of the locker and check they are in good condition and conform to the standards. Make sure
you understand the new laws. Don’t forget the
kid’s jackets. Have they grown out of them?
Check your fire extinguishers and flares are up to
date. Old flares can be handed in at the Hasting’s police station for safe disposal.
Check any inlets to engines, heads etc. Remember water can come in these inlets very rapidly. Faults here can sink a
boat in minutes. Check seacocks are not jammed and all the hoses and hose clamps are in good order. Check you have
wooden bungs that fit all these inlets. Once you are in the water check for leaks. Now make sure you can get the water
back out. Run all bilge pumps and check their hoses and filters.
Check all the fuel lines and if you have gas on board check that all the gas lines, connections and gas bottles are in
good order. The bottles and the valves have expiry dates.
General
Now check the general readiness of your boat. Inspect all deck hardware and the hull for damage and see that all lines
and accessories are in good order. Are all the staunchions and rails firmly attached to the hull? If you fell against them
would you end up in the water? What about the ground tackle? Pull the anchor(s) out and check all the cables for chafe.
Are all the boat covers and dodger in good condition? Covers protect expensive equipment and save on varnishing.
Are the nav lights working? Has that emergency torch got a battery covered in oozing green acid? What about you’re
starting and house batteries are they in good order and up to voltage? Has that icebox been closed all winter? Did you
remember to take out that half carton of milk? Are the windows leaking and bunks covered in mildew? Give the engine
its annual service. Go on. It deserves it!
For motor boats check the condition of your stern drives, bellows and trim rams. Remember a thirty dollar anode can
save an expensive leg replacement. Check the Telflex is not stiff and the Morse cable connections are free from rust.
For sailors check the rig and mast for damage. Check ever tang and every rigging screw for problems as well as all the
wire. Be thorough, masts that fall on decks can do a lot of damage to boat and crew. Operate all the running rigging.
Putting the sails up in harbour soon sorts out any errors before they become compounded disasters. Take all the sails
out of their bags and see what sort of condition they are in. If you have a trailer sailer with a swing keel now would be a
good time to make sure it intends to stay in the boat for the season.
Yaringa boat harbour offers a wide range of services to get your boat up to scratch. So get down to the boat and do a
check now that those balmy summers days are upon us.

Joe Tarantino (‘The Yacht Doctor’) has over 20 years experience in the marine industry
both on and off the water. Ask Joe to carry out a physical checkup for your vessel. For a
small fee he can help you ascertain what work might need to be done to get your boat
safe and ready for the rest of the summer and the year ahead. Sail tuition also available.

Phone now for free quote on detailing and yacht repairs: 0400 156 390
Story and images: Jary Nemo (Gemini)
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PENINSULA MARINE COVERS

BOAT COVERS, MARINE INTERIORS & LOTS MORE
There’s a fairly new face around Yaringa Marina. Some of
Jason A’vard Yaringa’s
you have met him at Mermaid Marine where he has recently been workOn-site Marine Trimmer
ing in tandem with Tarja. Tarj has now returned to South Australia
where her family resides and Jason A’vard has merged Mermaid Marine with his own successful Cranbourne-based business of many years
to become Yaringa’s on-site marine trimmer.
Jason brings with him over 16
years personal experience
working in the manufacture
and design of a huge range of
marine covers and interiors.
From spray dodgers to fly
bridge covers, Jason has the
knowledge and experience to
help you with the right cover
to suit your needs. And he uses only the very best materials available.
Based at Yaringa and servicing all Marinas, Peninsula Marine Covers offers all these
services and more:
•
Trailer boat canopies and covers
•
Travel and storage covers
•
Fly bridge covers
•
Spray dodgers
•
Biminis
•
Mesh window covers
•
Seating and marine carpet
•
Interior upholstery and fit outs
•
Clear enclosures
•
12 month warranty on all work
•
General trimming
•

Using only the best materials available

•

Friendly - reliable service

JASON & THE MERMAID
Along with Yaringa Staff, Contractors & Members
Jason wishes Tarja ‘The Mermaid’ Gubbins all the
best in her move back to South Australia. The entire
Yaringa community will miss her immensely and we
thank her for a magnificent
Farewell Tarj
contribution to the Marina.
Welcome Jason

Peninsula Marine Covers
Yaringa Boat Services Workshop 2
3 Lumeah Road Somerville
Ph 5977 3399
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On water break-down service by SUPREME MARINE
The boys from Supreme Marine have added to their supreme range of marine mechanical services, now
assisting boat owners who have mechanical difficulties out on the Bay. Originally provided as a service
to established customers Leigh and Justin have extended their offer to help out if needed when Yaringa
members have boat problems on the water. Provided they are available at the time they will come out in
their boat to assist with your mechanical problems. A sort of channel-side water version of the RACV!
They will of course need to be reimbursed for their time and operating costs either through a ‘donation’
at the time or you can arrange for them to send you an invoice. Keep one of their cards on your boat!

Call Supreme: 5977 3066 or Leigh 0407 516 973 or Justin 0416 227 364
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* Boating fittings &
equipment, marine
paints & antifoul
* Fishing tackle, bait
& ice, safety gear
* Giftware, local Art
& Craft ,souvenirs
Keel boats, trailer
sailers & cabin
cruisers from 16' to
50' - all on display at
Yaringa Marina
* Boat owners wish-

Left : Legendary Yaringa Identity

Above from left:Tarj-Mermaid Marine now Peninsula Marine Covers;
Leigh-Supreme Marine; Fiona & Jason-Peninsula Marine Covers;
Bob Clow - Clow Marine Electronics
Sarah and Justin (Zoe just out of photo)-Supreme Marine
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Saturday 3rd February 2007 - 10.00am – 4.00pm

at Superior Spars & Rigging
Second Hand Boat fittings including:
Sinks Anchors Headsail Furler
Boarding Ladder Stove Odd Lengths S/Steel Wire
&
Various Secondhand fittings Yacht Fittings
New – Discontinued Lines
If you have any fittings you wish to dispose of, drop them into us the
weekend before and we will include them on your behalf!
Duncan & Linda look forward to seeing you at Superior Spars and Rigging
Yaringa Boat Services Unit 6/ 3 Lumeah Road (opposite Caravan Park)
Ph: 5977 3991 Fax: 5977 3992 Mob: 0412 802 335

AboveYaringa Chandlery Below &
Left-Yaringa Marina Restaurant
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Waterfront Dining at its very best

The jewel in the crown of Yaringa’s attractions for local residents and visitors to the Peninsula is the recently refurbished Yaringa Marina
Restaurant. With its magnificent waterfront location, comfortable new lounge-bar and new sophisticated dining setting, Yaringa Marina
Restaurant is as popular as ever with lovers of delicious food and affordable local wines. The Restaurant is open for lunch & dinner all year
round (7 days a week in summer) and bookings are strongly advised ( phone 5977 3735 ). You will be really delighted with what you
discover at the Restaurant as we celebrate Yaringa’s 21st summer season and the appointment of a new restaurant management team.
The Kitchen is run by Head Chef Claire, trained in new Zealand and formerly Second Chef at The Rocks in Mornington & at Yaringa. Front-of
-House is run by Maitre d’ Yves, trained in Switzerland and formerly of Benitos in Mt Eliza & the Melbourne Oyster Bar. (Pictured top right)
Yaringa Members are welcome at the Restaurant at anytime and receive a 10% meal discount when dining midweek - lunch or dinnersubject of course to table availability. Bookings are strongly advised. The Lounge-Bar opens from 11 am every day and members are
welcome at any time. ‘Happy Hour’ during summer - Fridays from 5pm and Saturday from 4pm. Member- discounts,
complimentary nibbles and a free glass of bubbly for partners. Simply show your marina access card to Yves at the bar.
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DISCOVER YARINGA MARINA & BOAT SERVICING PRECINCT

Yaringa Marina- 1 Lumeah Road Somerville Vic 3912 Melway Ref: 149 K7
Ph 5977 4154 Fax 5977 3156 email: info@yaringa.com.au Web: www.yaringa.com.au

